It isn’t just
about responding
to change.
It’s about making
change that matters.
S C H O L A R S H I P S

James Chua
Bachelor of Social Science
Cycled across South Africa to distribute
gifts for orphans

ADMISSIONS.SMU.EDU.SG/SCHOLARSHIPS

GLOBAL IMPACT
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
At SMU, this prestigious scholarship is designed
to develop action leaders with a global perspective
for the public and private sectors. Through our
signature interactive pedagogy and technologyenhanced learning, we equip our scholars with
a transformative experience that hones their
critical, creative and innovative abilities to make a
meaningful impact in society.
This scholarship promises a strong global exposure
and a robust scholars’ core curriculum that is
specially created for you. To top it off, you will have
the option to complete an SMU Bachelor-Master
programme.

BENEFITS

Interdisciplinary and immersive education
is critical to our work in management
consulting. We are looking for thinkers and
doers who can bring structure, creativity, logic
and human understanding to the very complex
business problems we tackle every day. The
Global Impact Scholarship Award represents
a cutting edge way of cultivating that kind of
talent and we fully endorse its mission.

Allan Schulte
Vice President
Bain & Company Southeast Asia,
Head of Recruiting

Tuition fee waiver (after MOE Tuition Grant subsidy)
S$5,000 annual living allowance
S$1,800 one-time computer allowance upon enrolment
S$14,000 Global Learning Opportunities Worldwide
(GLOW) grant for:
• An Overseas Student Exchange / Summer Programme
• An Overseas Scholars’ Study Mission
• An Overseas Community Service Project
An optional concurrent or sequential SMU Master’s
programme up to S$40,000
Total scholarship value:
S$121,400 (non-Law) and S$126,200 (Law)*
Participation in development opportunities offered by the
Centre for Scholars’ Development
Scholarship is bond-free
*Based on annual subsidised tuition fees in Academic Year 2017- 2018

SMU Scholars visiting IKEA on a Scandinavian
study mission to enhance their understanding of
sustainability and its important role in society and
business development.

LEE KONG CHIAN
SCHOLARS’ PROGRAMME
With up to 50 scholarships generously funded by the Lee
Foundation, outstanding candidates can expect to be developed
intellectually and entrepreneurially. The Lee Kong Chian Scholars’
Programme also stays true to its philanthropic spirit by encouraging
our scholars to lead overseas community service projects for the
benefit of the less fortunate.
BENEFITS
Tuition fee waiver (after MOE tuition grant subsidy)
S$12,000 Overseas Student Exchange / Summer Programme Grant
S$3,000 one-time Study Trip Grant
S$1,000 one-time funding for an Overseas Community Service Project
S$1,800 one-time computer allowance upon enrolment

Project Lombok. A group of SMU Scholars learned
about how shark fishermen in Lombok are educated
on the unsustainable nature of their current trade. Our
students also assisted these fishermen to embrace
a more sustainable trade like taking tourists on their
boats for sightseeing.

Participation in development opportunities offered by
the Centre for Scholars’ Development
Scholarship is bond-free

SMU MERIT
SCHOLARSHIP

YIP PIN XIU
SCHOLARSHIP

Our SMU Merit Scholarship affords you the flexibility to curate
your scholarship experience. Do a double degree or single degree,
take up an overseas exchange, be involved in an overseas study
mission, or take up an overseas community involvement project –
the choice is yours.

In honour of SMU alumna and three-time Paralympic goldmedalist, Yip Pin Xiu, who inspire us with her excellence in sports
and the values she stands for, SMU launched the Yip Pin Xiu
Scholarship, our first sports scholarship. This scholarship delivers
on SMU’s promise of a holistic education and aims to attract and
support students with sports excellence at the international level.

BENEFITS
BENEFITS

Tuition fee waiver (after MOE tuition grant subsidy)
Growth opportunities allowance of S$12,000 to fund part
or combination of the following:
• Overseas Community Service Projects (compulsory)
• Global Exposure opportunities that include Overseas
Student Exchange / Summer Programmes and
School Study Missions
• Case Competitions
• Presentations at Conferences
Participation in development opportunities offered by the Centre for
Scholars’ Development
Scholarship is bond-free

Tuition fee waiver (after MOE tuition grant subsidy)
Growth opportunities allowance of S$12,000 to fund part or
combination of the following:
• Overseas Community Service Projects (compulsory)
• Global Exposure opportunities that include Overseas Student
Exchanges / Summer Programmes, School Study Missions
• Case Competitions
• Presentations at Conferences
Participation in development opportunities offered by the Centre for
Scholars’ Development
Scholarship is bond-free

FINDING SOLUTIONS IN A
COMPLEX WORLD
The world is changing at a convoluted
and rapid pace. The scale and complexity
of the challenges facing the world and
our graduates today are unprecedented.
A single phenomenon may have massive
rippling effects on multiple issues.
To what extent can we predict these
complex changes, and how fast can we
react to them? In a world that thrives
on uncertainty and volatility, the need
for leaders with adaptive and critical
thinking has become more pressing than
ever before.
In this complex world, solutions will come
from innovators who can connect the dots
between seemingly different disciplines.
And that is how SMU designs our

scholarships – to nurture undergraduates
who will create positive and lasting
change as leaders of this dynamic,
uncertain world.
With the Global Impact Scholarship
Award, Lee Kong Chian Scholars’
Programme, SMU Merit Scholarship and
Yip Pin Xiu Scholarship, as well as many
other scholarships that we offer, we seek
out leaders who are able to create change
that truly matters in this volatile world.
And this is how we create enduring and
positive change – by first impacting a
leader, who will in turn change the lives of
many others.

Students work closely with
professors and industry leaders to
solve real world issues in SMU-X courses.

A FLEXIBLE CURRICULUM THAT
NURTURES ADAPTABLE LEADERS
At SMU, we design our curriculum and student experience to empower our
students to find solutions for complex problems.
Our core curriculum comprises broad-based modules that cut across the
wide array of disciplines to broaden a student’s intellectual horizon in
courses that lay the foundation for critical thinking, communication and
reasoning in this fast-paced world. Juxtaposed with an unrivalled flexibility
of second majors and double degrees, our students are well-positioned to
access a myriad of career opportunities.
SMU-X, our innovative signature initiative, is taught in an interactive
learning approach by tightly knit teams of faculty and industry experts.
It aims to bring about a mindset shift in our students as they come together
from different disciplines to solve real-world problems for our industry
partner s through active mentorship.

Because of my exposure to economics and
accounting, I’ve come to realise the importance
of approaching problems from more than one
perspective. I’m now more independent and
confident of myself and am able to analyse issues
at a much deeper level.
Daphne Kok
SMU Scholar
Double Degree in Economics and Accountancy
Participated in Intelligent Accounting Function,
an interdisciplinary course under SMU-X
Watch what Daphne has to say about SMU’s
flexible curriculum:
smu.sg/smustorydaphnekok

IT IS THE
DIVERSE
STUDENT
EXPERIENCES
THAT CREATE
MEANINGFUL
CONNECTIONS

It is no longer a valid assumption to view the paper chase as a
necessary stepping stone to success. Be it a career or a business
venture, the need to grasp the value of human connections has never
been stronger.
At SMU, whether you are starting an interest group, joining an
extracurricular activity, leading a community service project or
participating in an international student exchange, we encourage you
to connect with your professors, seniors and peers to broaden your
perspectives and strengthen your connections.
Growth is best nurtured when we develop ourselves along with others.
After all, no man is an island.

Fitting Seamlessly into Exchange Programme
Jun Wei fit right into the University of
Pennsylvania’s learning environment
with close similarities in pedagogy and
curriculum. Having spent 6 months in
the United States, he learnt to appreciate
the spontaneity, open-mindedness and
differences in culture, lifestyle and history. The new environment
also empowered him to rediscover the joy of doing new things, meeting
new people and taking on new challenges.
Read what Jun Wei has to say about his student exchange at
smu.sg/smustorytanjunwei

Believing that Together, We Can Make Our World Better
Manorama believes that our world can be
made stronger, kinder and more loving
if we choose to help one another. From
tutoring students with financial difficulties
and teaching exercise routines to the
elderly, to bringing light in the form of
solar-powered bulbs to villages in the Philippines as well as setting
up her own scholarship fund for needy students in India, Manorama’s
selflessness has impacted the lives of so many people.
Watch Manorama’s inspiring video to learn more about how SMU
provided her with the opportunities, resources and knowledge needed
to realise her dream of helping others at
smu.sg/smustorymanorama

Sharon was part of Project Gazaab,
an overseas community service
trip to Nepal, where she mentored
school children in various areas
including business.

MEANINGFUL IMPACT
DEFINES SUCCESS
At SMU, through our partnerships with alumni,
businesses, government agencies and social
organisations, we help you shape your perspective
of what it means to be successful and create a
sustainable positive impact on society.

Sharon and her internship
mentor, Annie Leong, CEO,
mindPower Ltd., Hong Kong

Our students have given more than 2.5 million
hours in community service, to make a difference
in someone’s life. Our multidisciplinary research
addresses key societal issues and our signature
SMU LifeLessons® programme helps students
uncover their personal values and purpose through
contemplation and reflection in everything they do
here in SMU.
Significance is success redefined.

At SMU, the good mentorship with professors
and industry advisors was crucial to our
development. The process of creating Protégé
from nothing at all was very rewarding and
fulfilling. We enjoyed challenging ourselves
and pursuing individual growth in the process
of building Protégé, which matches potential
mentees and mentors, and is now being
licensed to organisations to run their own
structured mentoring programmes.
Sharon Yeo
Valedictorian
SMU Scholar
Bachelor of Business Management
Co-founder of start-up Protégé

Watch what Sharon has to say about impactful
entrepreneurship:
smu.sg/smustorysharonyeo

GREAT REASONS TO
CHOOSE SMU
SMU-X

300+

94%

Engage with industry leaders
on real-world issues

second major combinations
to choose from across 43
majors and tracks

Employment Rate and
a higher starting pay
for SMU graduates*

100%

120+

400+

opportunity for our students
to participate in a
global exposure programme

student clubs, with the option
of creating your own

Scholarships making an
SMU education prestigious
yet accessible

2.5 million

300+

Up to 6

hours of community service
performed by students in
17 countries

faculty members, including
Nobel Laureates and other
award winning professors,
from more than 40 countries

internships per student
for valuable real-world
experience

City campus
situated in the heart of the
city, connecting you with
experienced industry leaders

*2016 Graduate Employment Survey

SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY
Office of Undergraduate Admissions and Financial Assistance
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81 Victoria Street
Singapore 188065
Tel: (+65) 6828 0980
Email us at https://admissions.smu.edu.sg/contact-us

Lee Kong Chian School of Business
School of Accountancy
School of Economics
School of Information Systems
School of Law
School of Social Sciences

